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**Acronyms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBI</td>
<td>Climate Bonds Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDM</td>
<td>Clean Development Mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGS</td>
<td>Environmental goods and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGSS</td>
<td>Environmental goods and services sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESG</td>
<td>Environmental, social and governance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDI</td>
<td>Foreign direct investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG</td>
<td>Greenhouse gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPA</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDCs</td>
<td>Least developed countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNEs</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDC</td>
<td>Nationally Determined Contribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPIC</td>
<td>US Overseas Private Investment Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDGs</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCTAD</td>
<td>United Nations Conference on Trade and Development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Highlights

The message is by now clear: our global economy must be fundamentally reoriented and redeployed in order to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the commitments of the Paris Climate Agreement. This requires action by all stakeholders including non-financial and financial firms, debt and equity investors, government policymakers, and consumers. In recognition of that reality, countries committed in Article 2.1(c) of the Paris Climate Agreement to “strengthen the global response to the threat of climate change, in the context of sustainable development and efforts to eradicate poverty by ... making finance flows consistent with a pathway towards low greenhouse gas emissions and climate-resilient development.” In terms of the amount of money required, it has been estimated that meeting the SDGs will require US$5.7 trillion annually, with investment needs for developing countries amounting to roughly US$3.3-4.5 trillion per year. While a big picture view of and strategic thinking regarding the entire economic ecosystem is necessary to generate such investments, this paper focuses on the actual and potential role of one type of financial flow – foreign direct investment (FDI) – in achieving the transition to a low-carbon, just and sustainable world and, more specifically, FDI flows into developing countries.

In 2016, FDI inflows were roughly US$1.75 trillion globally, representing about 10% of global gross fixed capital formation. Of that total, US$1 trillion went into developed and US$646 billion to developing countries, with the remainder going into transition economies. It is well recognized that the bulk of contributions to the sustainable development agenda will need to come from the private sector. While there are variations among and within regions, the core single component of private sector financial flows into developing countries is FDI. This averages 42% of private inflows, with portfolio flows, remittances, and other investments (e.g., bank loans) making up the remainder.

FDI is key because it generally represents real economic activities. FDI includes a parent company’s establishment of a foreign affiliate or one company’s takeover of another company in a foreign country. Because FDI can be an effective way to transfer needed capital and modern technology across borders, FDI is often coveted by recipient or “host” countries and can be an important channel for spurring and spreading the type of innovation and investment that is needed for environmentally sound economic growth and development. However, as controversies regarding the conduct of multinational enterprises (MNEs) highlight, FDI does not always bring net benefits in terms of environmental, social or economic outcomes.

Specifically with respect to FDI’s impacts on the environment, government policies (nationally and internationally) to promote and govern FDI as well as corporate characteristics and motives all shape the extent to which FDI contributes to ameliorating, or exacerbating, climate change, loss of biodiversity, resource constraints, and other environmental challenges.

The particular implications of FDI on the environment – both potentially positive and negative – have given rise to an interest in the concept of “green FDI”. In short, “green FDI” can be thought of as FDI that advances progress on environmental and climate goals, protection and resilience, and avoids negative impacts on the environment or climate. But beyond that broad notion, there is no clear agreement about what “green FDI” actually is or should be. Those definitional challenges, in turn, raise questions about the true environmental as well as low-carbon and climate-resilient integrity of nominally green companies or projects. They also hinder assessment of progress towards environmental and climate objectives, and can be a barrier to efficient and productive engagements among companies,
upstream financers, downstream consumers, and government partners and regulators seeking to advance green projects.

Various public and private sector actors have taken steps to define green FDI, calculate present flows and stocks, and assess funding gaps that must be filled in order to meet the challenges as defined in the SDGs, the Paris Climate Agreement, and other environmental treaties and initiatives. The OECD, UNCTAD, individual governments, and market services all are making meaningful contributions in this direction. But much remains to be done.

In addition to better clarifying what “green FDI” is and should be, it is crucial to more closely examine how governments can better attract and harness such FDI. These include:

- More purposefully aligning inward and outward FDI promotion, facilitation, and governance initiatives with environmental commitments made and objectives identified in connection with the Paris Agreement and SDGs; this includes examining and strategically orienting host country policies, home country policies, and international frameworks such international investment treaties; such strategic alignment could include, for instance, efforts to use investment policy to advance projects that countries have identified in their Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs).

- Focusing on green reinvestment as a strategy for upgrading performance of existing assets;

- Ensuring that policy shifts and priorities by upstream national and international development banks enhance the viability and performance of green FDI; and

- Increasing the effectiveness of FDI as a channel for green technology transfer.

Beyond the government policy sphere, technological innovations (e.g., in fintech) and new market practices (e.g., in green banking and regarding disclosures of climate-related risks) are generating opportunities and expanding demand for green FDI. These developments present promise for a sustainable economy, but raise new governance challenges that will need to be addressed.

In summary, there is reason to be hopeful about the potential contributions of green FDI; but real progress requires a more accurate and robust definition of “green FDI”, and stronger commitments across different layers of government and by private sector actors to ensure FDI helps address modern environmental challenges. This paper attempts to aid the effort by taking stock of where we are and highlighting potential ways forward.
1 Introduction: The Role of Foreign Direct Investment in Financing Sustainable Development

As reflected in the universally adopted Sustainable Development Goals, the social, environmental and climate change-related challenges facing us today are wide-ranging and serious. They require concerted action from diverse constituencies regarding, among other things, how to ensure access to food, water, energy, housing, healthcare, and jobs. At the same time they also require to manage the consequences of a changing climate, stay within planetary boundaries, preserve biodiversity and restore the health of the earth’s ecosystems. Meeting these challenges requires a holistic engagement with economic actors and activities to harness the power of the private sector and enlist it in developing and disseminating innovative solutions.

Various initiatives have attempted to calculate the total costs of financing the SDGs. While often unable to produce accurate numbers, such efforts to define what to measure and to gather relevant data are crucial in clarifying understandings of the extent of the problem and the scale of action required. Some estimates are that developing countries require US$3.3-4.5 trillion per year, and face an approximate annual funding gap of US$2.5 trillion.6

Foreign direct investment is one form of international financial flow that has been recognized for its essential role in financing development, but also for its potential social and environmental impacts and externalities, both positive and negative. Thus, efforts to define, measure and track contributions of FDI are essential, as are corresponding efforts to shape its activities and impacts, and to leverage it in the transition to a green, inclusive, and sustainable economy.

While FDI has the potential to contribute to, and also to impact, the full range of SDGs, the label of “green FDI” has emerged and gained traction to identify those investments that contribute, more specifically, to environmental and climate objectives. This paper focuses in particular on the role of “green FDI”. It addresses in Section 2 what is and should (or should not be) captured by the concept of “green FDI” in order to ensure that the concept covers FDI that advances environmental and climate objectives while not undermining other elements of sustainable development. This paper also discusses in Sections 3 and 4 how different stakeholders from the public and private sectors can help increase green FDI, focusing in particular on increasing green FDI in developing countries. But before turning to those topics, the paper begins by, in this Section, briefly providing an overview of FDI, its nature and magnitude, and its relationship both with other forms of financial flows and with sustainable development objectives.

1.1 Trends and Challenges of Foreign Direct Investment

FDI is an investment by an individual or multinational enterprise of one country that establishes a lasting interest in and control over an enterprise in another country.7 The decision to invest abroad may be driven by the desire to access new resources (e.g., rare earths, fossil fuels, land, or fisheries), to access new markets (e.g., serving foreign markets for electricity, transportation, tourism, or other services), to increase efficiency (e.g., by moving overseas to employ lower-wage workers, or reduce costs of environmental compliance), and to acquire strategic assets (e.g., by purchasing a company with important technologies or brands). Rather than contract with foreign firms to achieve its strategic objectives, the FDI investor establishes or acquires operations in the “host” country in order to be able to exercise a significant measure of control over the foreign enterprise. FDI is an important type of financial contribution in that it can be a measure of how much foreign-owned companies have invested in...
operations producing goods or services in the real economy of the host country, and potentially implies both a long-term commitment and transfer of technology to that economy.\(^8\)

In 2016, FDI inflows totalled roughly US$1.75 trillion globally, representing about 10% of global gross fixed capital formation.\(^9\) Of this total, US$1 trillion went into developed and US$646 billion to developing economies, with the remainder going into transition economies.\(^10\) From 1990-99 to 2010-15, the annual average share of developing countries in global FDI inflows increased from 31% to 46%; and in 2015, “half of the top 10 largest recipients of FDI were from developing economies.”\(^11\)

Overall, however, FDI remains concentrated in a few regions (mostly Asia and Latin America), countries (mostly middle-income and upper-middle-income) and sectors (e.g., a significant portion of the investment in least developed countries (LDCs) is geared toward resource rich countries).\(^1\) FDI to LDCs represents a small share of FDI to developing countries (5% in 2015).\(^12\) These patterns raise concerns “regarding the concentration and development impact of many forms of FDI.”\(^13\)

FIGURE 1: Global FDI Inflows, Developing and Transition Economies

Much of FDI comes from developed economies, but a growing percentage originates in developing and emerging economies. Before the financial crisis of 2007-2008, OECD countries accounted for around 90% of FDI outflows, a share that has since shrunk to roughly one third. In 2015, China alone accounted for 9% of global outward FDI – a spectacular rise from levels below 1% in the early 2000s. Accordingly, South-South FDI has also risen in importance. China’s FDI in Africa, for example, rose from US$1 billion in 2004 to US$24.5 billion in 2013.\(^14\)
In terms of sectoral distribution, the services sector accounts for almost two thirds of global FDI stock, while manufacturing accounts for 27% and the primary sector (e.g., investments in oil, gas and mining) for 7%. This distribution holds true both for developing and developed countries as blocks; however, there are substantial regional differences among developing economies: in developing Africa and Latin America, 28% and 22% of FDI stock, respectively, are in the primary sector, highlighting the reliance of these economies on natural resources. In 2015, coal, oil and natural gas was the largest sector for global greenfield investments (i.e., new investments, as opposed to mergers or acquisitions), accounting for 16% of capital invested. Notably, while data indicate that 10% (or US$77 billion) of global greenfield FDI went into renewable energy projects in 2016 – a significant figure – more investment (16% of global greenfield FDI, or US$121 billion) still went into new projects for exploration and exploitation of fossil fuels.

Not all FDI goes into productive purposes. Mergers and acquisitions – which can simply be a transfer of ownership or corporate reorganization with little or no positive effect on operations and productive capacities – have accounted for much of the recent post-crisis recovery of FDI. Greenfield investments have grown substantially less. In particular, project financing in emerging and developing economies has markedly dropped over the past years, with LDCs notably seeing severe declines. One factor cited by some as leading to this decline has been the capital adequacy requirements for banks (such as Basel III) that regulators adopted in the aftermath of the global financial crisis, and which has constrained bank lending.

For 2016, FDI inflows to developing countries were expected to further decline by 14%, driven in part by low commodity prices. And, at a global level, capital expenditures by the world’s 5,000 largest MNEs have been falling, dropping 5% in 2014 and another 11% in 2015. These trends are a serious concern in view of the significant scale up of productive investments needed for the SDGs.

Also disconcerting, in 2015 approximately “twice as much global FDI inflows went into the Cayman Islands (US$18 billion) and the British Virgin Islands (US$51 billion), than into all LDCs combined (US$35 billion). Inflows into Africa (US$54 billion) only just beat the British Virgin Islands.” Among the challenges this raises is that it reduces the tax revenue governments have available to invest in the fundamentals of their economies important for FDI attraction (e.g., in education and transportation, ICT, and energy infrastructure), and also reduces the amount they can use to specifically promote inward or outward FDI that advances sustainable development priorities.

Overall, these data reveal a mix of opportunities and challenges for FDI in developing countries. In terms of opportunities, companies are increasingly investing in and hailing from developing countries, connecting societies and moving capital and technology across borders. Through their activities, these MNEs can impact locations and modes of production and consumption, playing a potentially transformative role in the jurisdictions where they operate. Nevertheless, the challenges include the following:

- a sizeable share of FDI represents investment for corporate tax planning strategies
- many developing countries, and sectors within developing countries, are receiving relatively small amounts of FDI
- corporations are holding significant amounts of cash on their balance sheets, refraining from investing in productive assets; and
- real investments that are being made are not necessarily being made in activities that are environmentally sound.
Fundamentally, while FDI can have potentially wide-ranging benefits in host countries (e.g., bringing jobs, technology, know-how, and capital across borders), those positive effects do not always materialize. Research indicates that in certain contexts FDI can undermine progress on the SDGs. This includes cases when, for example, FDI crowds out domestic firms,\textsuperscript{24} contributes to inequality,\textsuperscript{25} worsens problems of corruption,\textsuperscript{26} facilitates tax evasion and avoidance,\textsuperscript{27} and generates food insecurity.\textsuperscript{28} As is discussed further in this paper, the impact of FDI on the environment is a matter of debate.\textsuperscript{29}

In order for FDI to effectively contribute to inclusive and sustainable economic development, these patterns will need to shift, and policymakers need to identify how to help drive that change.

1.2 Other Forms of Financial Flows and Impacts on FDI

Other forms of domestic and international financial flows such as portfolio investment and loans can enable and may be essential to FDI decisions. Portfolio investment – or investment representing less than \(10\%\) of the enterprise’s voting power – is generally considered to be more liquid and volatile than FDI, and to involve ownership stakes that are too low to enable control over the foreign affiliate’s management. Nevertheless, portfolio investors – particularly institutional investors – can be influential in management decisions. Broader trends affecting the priorities of those investors, such as increased attention to environmental, social and governance criteria, can collectively have an outsized impact on the decisions of MNEs.

Similarly, other types of financial flows, such as loans, may be long-term and attach conditions that impact management decisions regarding an FDI project, and therefore be important levers for altering the activities and impacts of large-scale investments. But the provision of loans does not involve the same direct establishment, maintenance or expansion of operations abroad or the associated transfers of technology as FDI, nor are the providers of loans generally able to exercise the same degree of control over investment protects as FDI investors.

There are, therefore, important reasons for focusing specifically on the nature, promise, and potential risks of FDI as distinct from other types of financial flows. Nevertheless, as is done in Section 4, it is also crucial to think of the broader financial system when considering how to catalyse investment and shape MNEs’ activities and impacts.

1.3 Foreign Direct Investment’s Implications for the Environment and Climate Goals

FDI operations have myriad and varied implications for environmental outcomes and the broader sustainable development agenda, through the nature of the enterprise, the methods of production, and the inputs required. Impacts may include:

*Exacerbating, reducing, avoiding or capturing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions:* Investments can have notable impacts on GHG emissions through their choices of production methods and energy consumption. Most notably, the management decisions of fossil fuel companies regarding how much of their R&amp;D budget to expend on developing renewable energy as opposed to developing new reserves impact GHGs over the long term. Other non-extractive MNEs can also take active steps to decrease their GHG emissions by changing their production processes or by switching to renewable energy sources. MNEs’ activities in industries such as agribusiness, manufacturing, real estate, telecommunications, and water services, for instance, will shape whether the global economy continues on a business-as-usual trajectory, or moves towards a more sustainable system of production and consumption.\textsuperscript{30} Finally, certain investments in technologies that capture GHG emissions or in energies to replace any carbon-based energy sources will also shape GHG emissions and climate change over the long term.
**Shaping environmental footprints:** Investments can also have impacts on the physical environment, including on water, land, forests, biodiversity, air quality, soil quality, and other ecosystem services. These types of impacts may be more concentrated in jurisdictions with weaker regulations. Indeed, some firms’ decisions to move overseas are driven by the desire to reduce the costs of complying with environmental regulations. Moreover, international corporate structures that can make it difficult to secure redress for environmental harms caused in the host country may further dilute the business case for MNEs to avoid those potentially costly and harmful outcomes in the first place. Operational decisions and production processes by MNEs can exacerbate, mitigate or avoid such environmental impacts.

**Improving environmental quality:** Certain investments offer great and important potential to help tackle pressing environmental challenges. For instance, greenfield investment in renewable energies will shift the availability and cost of such alternatives in the marketplace for use by consumers as well as by other MNEs. Investments can also ensure that the environment is left better than at the outset of an investment through, for instance, conservation or reforestation projects, or through investment in adaptation or improving the resilience of local infrastructure. Finally, while FDI can be a means for avoiding stringent regulations, it can also be a channel for promoting best practices. More specifically, FDI investments can transfer the technologies to local enterprises that are crucial in helping firms manage and mitigate environmental impacts. Indeed, one of the most frequently touted benefits of FDI is that it can facilitate the transfer of technology and enable the recipient country to “leapfrog” less efficient and more heavily polluting phases of development that other nations have passed through in the course of industrialization. Placing operations of an MNE in a foreign country involves the export of certain technologies that may ultimately be diffused into the local market through positive spillovers such as the demonstration effect, labour turnover, and linkages.

Given modern imperatives to address complex problems including climate change, ocean acidification, loss of biodiversity, and stress on ecosystem services, the key challenge is how to catalyse cross-border business activities whose products and production processes directly advance and, at a minimum, do not undermine environmental objectives. To accomplish that, laws, policies and markets need to send firms the right signals and, in some cases, mandate or prohibit particular types of conduct. The evolution of the “green” label – to distinguish investments that contribute to, and do not undermine, environmental objectives – has been responding to that need. This paper takes stock of current efforts in that respect. In the next section, this paper describes initiatives of intergovernmental organizations, national-level actors, and private sector bodies to define, measure and advance “green FDI”. The third section then builds on the attempts to define “green” investments and financial vehicles, and identifies core strategies and priorities for governments to attract and leverage green FDI, in particular in developing countries.
2 Assessing the Current State of Green FDI

2.1 Concepts and Definitions

A definition of “green FDI” can enable policymakers and others to assess whether and how FDI is contributing to environmental objectives, and to adopt strategies to green those financial flows. A workable definition can also help project developers, potential funders, consumers, governments and other stakeholders identify more easily and efficiently whether an investment is environmentally sound, reducing transaction costs involved in investment decisions, government approvals, and consumer choices. No single widely adopted or statistically operationalized definition of “green FDI” yet exists. Nevertheless, there have been some informative attempts to define the concept. This section reviews some of those efforts, and highlights some persistent challenges that arise in connection with assessing the environmental impacts of FDI.

Table 1: Overview of Estimates of Green FDI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Included</th>
<th>Annual FDI Flow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNCTAD$^{32}$</td>
<td>Low-carbon FDI</td>
<td>Greenfield FDI in renewable energy, recycling activities and low-carbon technology manufacturing</td>
<td>US$90 billion (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>US$82 billion (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD$^{33}$</td>
<td>Green FDI</td>
<td>FDI in Environmental Goods and Services (EGS), proxied by FDI in electricity, gas and water sectors</td>
<td>US$41 billion (2005-2007 average)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FDI into environmentally relevant sectors from home country with stricter environmental policies* or higher energy efficiency** than host country</td>
<td>Between US$268* and US$299** billion (2005-2007 average)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fDi Intelligence$^{34}$</td>
<td>FDI in Renewable Energy</td>
<td>Greenfield FDI in solar, wind, biomass, hydroelectric, geothermal, marine and other renewable power generation</td>
<td>US$76 billion (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg New Energy Finance$^{35}$</td>
<td>Global investment in clean energy, low carbon services and energy smart technologies</td>
<td>Greenfield and M&amp;A activity in renewables (e.g., biofuels, small hydro, wind and solar), clean energy services (e.g., carbon markets), and energy smart technologies (e.g., digital energy, energy efficiency, and energy storage)</td>
<td>US$287 billion greenfield FDI (2016)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1.1 UNCTAD

A 2008 UNCTAD definition of green FDI includes all investment that (1) applies higher environmental standards than required by host-country law, or (2) goes into production of environmental goods and services (EGS).$^{36}$ (Box 1 and Table 1). This definition therefore relates both to production processes and product and service types – in other words, both to how something gets produced, and what gets produced. While EGS as a classification for green products and services is adopted by other definitions of
green FDI, the first part of the definition has not similarly been used in other approaches. This may be due both to the challenges of verifying whether the investment project does in fact apply higher standards than the host state law, and the relative nature of the standard, which may produce misleading information about the environmental soundness of an investment. Just because an FDI project may apply processes that are cleaner than required under the host country’s law does not mean that it is applying best practices, or that it is even environmentally sound.

The UNCTAD World Investment Report 2010 “Investing in a Low Carbon Economy” defines low-carbon foreign investment, a subset of green FDI, as “the transfer of technologies, practices or products by MNEs to host countries – through equity (FDI) and non-equity forms of participation – such that their own and related operations, as well as use of their products and services, generate significantly lower GHG emissions than would otherwise prevail in the industry under business-as-usual (BAU) circumstances.” Besides its focus on technology transfer, two aspects of this definition are noteworthy. First, it incorporates both a firm’s own operations and the upstream and downstream impacts of products and services, taking a global, life-cycle-based approach to the environmental impact of FDI. This seems to reflect the view that manufacturing products like solar panels or electric vehicle batteries should be labelled as a “green” activity due to those products’ long-term contributions to global emissions reductions notwithstanding the nearer-term or more localized negative environmental impacts that can be associated with such production. Second, the definition is not restricted to certain industries or sectors (e.g. renewable energy, waste treatment), but is based on how an economic activity performs in relation to a business-as-usual scenario. While this complicates operationalization – it would require estimates of business-as-usual and FDI data at the sector, project or facility level – it reflects that green growth ultimately requires an economy-wide transformation.

Given the methodological difficulties of calculating low-carbon FDI based on that definition, the estimation undertaken by UNCTAD in the same report resorted to a narrower, sector-based approach. It estimated low-carbon FDI flows by singling out greenfield FDI in renewable energy, recycling activities and low-carbon technology manufacturing. These three key business areas for a low-carbon economy received US$90 billion in FDI in 2009, equal to about 8% of global FDI flows that year. In 2016, greenfield FDI into those three business areas was roughly US$82 billion. While that figure is significant, it is notably less than the US$121 billion invested that same year in greenfield coal, oil, and natural gas projects.

The decision to isolate greenfield FDI in this context may be important as M&As can represent just a transfer of relevant assets (e.g., through a privatization) and, if included in the data, could misleadingly inflate perceptions of new contributions to the green economy.

### 2.1.2 OECD

The OECD has described “green investment” as including investment in “(a) green infrastructure and greening of existing infrastructure”; (b) “sustainable management of natural resources and the services [those resources] provide (e.g. fisheries, forests, wildlife and nature-based tourism, soil productivity, water security and minerals)”; and (c) “activities within the environmental goods and services sector, and across entire segments of green value chains (e.g. traditional upstream or midstream industries producing intermediate inputs for solar photovoltaic or wind-energy manufacturing among others) and greening of existing value chains.” This definition is broader than UNCTAD’s low-carbon FDI definition. Likely due to its breadth and the methodological complexities involved in identifying what qualifies as,
for example, “sustainable management of natural resources”, the OECD does not provide estimates of green FDI based on this definition.

A separate exploratory OECD paper proposes two separate approaches to estimate green FDI based on existing data. The first proxies FDI in environmental goods and services by measuring investment in electricity, gas and water, which was US$41 billion per year between 2005 and 2007. The second isolates environmentally relevant FDI, defined as investment in sectors where the scope for environmental spillovers is greatest, to set an upper bound of potentially green FDI. It then separates out a green share based on the assumption that FDI from home countries with better environmental performance is likely to meet higher environmental standards than domestic investment in and from the host country, and generates an estimate of US$268-299 billion per year. Both approaches have issues; and the green FDI estimates produced with these approaches – ranging from 2.8% to almost 50% potentially green FDI in 2005-2007 – are likely more helpful to illustrate the challenges of measuring green FDI than as representing sound estimates for green FDI.

In order to help improve measurements of green FDI, the OECD’s Working Group on International Investment Statistics (WGIIS) incorporated work on this topic in its research agenda. As part of this process, the British government adopted an experimental first approach to assess stocks of green FDI in the UK: the government’s calculation combined (1) foreign direct investment firms with an “environmental” Standard Industrial Classification; (2) data from surveys to firms in the government’s FDI datasets asking whether the (a) firm produced goods or services that protect the environment and, (b) if so, what proportion of the turnover related to the relevant good(s) or service(s); and (3) an estimation of green FDI by FDI firms not captured in the first and second components. Based on that methodology, the UK estimated that stocks of green FDI in the UK in 2013 amounted to GBP8.1 billion, or 0.8% of the total value of FDI stock in the UK.41

**Box 1: Defining and Measuring Environmental Goods and Services**

Some definitions of and attempts to measure green FDI attempt to rely on the amount of investment in environmental goods and services (EGS). But what are environmental goods and services? How are they defined? And are they currently being measured?

The System of Environmental-Economic Accounting: Central Framework (CF), developed by the European Commission, the Food and Agriculture Organization, the International Monetary Fund, the OECD, the United Nations and the World Bank is a landmark instrument addressing and providing clarity on these issues. The CF, which was adopted as an international standard by the United Nations Statistical Commission (UNSC) in 2012, “is the first international statistical standard for environmental-economic accounting” (CF, para. 1).

The CF defines the environmental goods and services sector (EGSS) as including two main elements: goods and services produced (1) for the purpose of environmental protection, and (2) for the purpose of resource management. “Environmental protection” activities are defined as “those activities whose primary purpose is the prevention, reduction and elimination of pollution and other forms of degradation of the environment” (para. 4.12), while “resource management” activities are “those activities whose primary purpose is preserving and maintaining the stock of natural resources and hence safeguarding against depletion” (para. 4.13).

“Excluded from the scope of environmental goods and services are goods and services produced for purposes that, while beneficial to the environment, primarily satisfy technical, human, and economic
needs or that are requirements for health and safety. Goods and services related to minimizing the impact of natural hazards” such as extreme weather events associated with climate change, “and those related to the extraction, mobilization and exploitation of natural resources are also excluded” (para. 4.102).

Environmental goods and services in scope of the EGSS include:

- environmental specific services (e.g., environmental remediation services, and water and wastewater management);
- environmental sole-purpose products (goods or services “whose use directly serves an environmental protection or resource management purpose and that have no use except for environmental protection or resource management” (e.g., installation of solar panels)) (para. 4.98);
- adapted goods (goods that have been specifically modified so as to be more environmentally friendly, including goods that are “less polluting at the time of their consumption and/or scrapping compared to ‘normal’ goods” (e.g., low emissions vehicles), and goods that are more “resource efficient” in their production or use) (para. 4.99); and
- environmental technologies (which may be pollution treatment or prevention technologies).

Goods and services included within EGSS data include both EGS outputs for sale and EGS for own use, which would include, for instance, investments in improving the energy efficiency of a manufacturing plant producing non-EGS goods.

Efforts to comprehensively track economic activity related to EGSS are still relatively nascent. One important development is that, as of the beginning of 2017, EU member states are required to collect and report relevant data to cover economic activities under the following categories consistent with the CF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environmental Protection</th>
<th>Resource Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protection of ambient air and climate</td>
<td>Management of water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wastewater management</td>
<td>Management of forest resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste management</td>
<td>Management of wild flora and fauna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protection and remediation of soil, groundwater and surface water</td>
<td>Management of energy resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise and vibration abatement</td>
<td>Management of minerals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protection of biodiversity and landscapes</td>
<td>Research and development activities for resource management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protection against radiation</td>
<td>Other resource management activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental research and development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other environmental protection activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Eurostat and EU member states had previously been gathering some data on economic activity falling under these categories, but the mandatory EU-wide reporting that began in 2017 will likely significantly improve understanding of the sector and be able to better inform policies designed to increase investment in it.
2.1.3 Criteria and Performance Standards for Financial Support

Definitions of green FDI can also draw from policies used by development banks and other financial institutions to assess and govern project-level impacts. Over the past decades, many of these have developed project-level criteria for what they see as environmentally sound investment. As is discussed further in Sections 3 and 4, these frameworks are used to guide decisions on whether to provide support for a particular project, not solely for tracking.

A common element of these policies adopted by development banks is an exclusion list for activities that are not eligible for support. These lists usually include such items as nuclear energy, unsustainable forestry activities or logging in primary forests, harmful fishing practices, and the trade and production of goods prohibited by international environmental agreements. Notably, however, heavily GHG-emitting activities do not always figure on these lists, allowing banks’ continued support of coal-fired power plants and other fossil fuel-based infrastructure. As such, exclusion lists can be used to identify certain types of investments that are deemed to generate environmental risks or harms that are too great, but, at least at present, still permit the banks to support environmentally unsustainable investment.

For projects that are not excluded, development banks require environmental impact assessments commensurate with their likely impact, and apply environmental, safety and health standards to projects they finance. These standards, such as the International Finance Corporation’s Performance Standards, prescribe certain technical environmental benchmarks and good practices.

In addition to requiring compliance with standard environmental and social policies, some development banks have established additional standards and criteria for a subset of “green” projects or programmes. The World Bank and other development banks, for example, have instituted green bond programmes to identify and support projects advancing climate change mitigation and adaptation activities. Those entities’ techniques for identifying projects eligible for and allocated funds under such green bond programmes can further be used in efforts to help define and measure green FDI flows.

2.1.4 Standards, Certification, and Reporting

Industry associations, standard-setting and certification bodies, non-profit organizations, and multi-stakeholder initiatives have developed various benchmarks, guidelines, and tools for assessing and reporting on compliance with sector- or issue-based initiatives regarding environmental performance. These include sector-focused initiatives like the Forest Stewardship Council Principles; and issue-focused guidance such as the Climate Bonds Initiative (CBI). In some cases, the initiatives also call for or require third-party verification or certification of compliance with relevant standards. These efforts can potentially also be used to inform a green FDI definition and aid green FDI measurement.

The CBI, for example, has developed criteria for projects or assets in certain sectors that are compatible with the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s 5th Assessment Report on low-carbon scenarios. It requires certification before and after the issuance of bonds that the projects or assets associated with the bond meet relevant criteria. Any fossil fuel-based power plants and infrastructure or efficiency measures to support fossil fuels are excluded. Through its initiatives supporting the integrity and development of green bonds and the green bond market, the CBI aims to support investment in low-carbon and climate-resilient projects and programmes. Through its reporting on certified bonds, the CBI enables some measurement of investment flows meeting its criteria, but does not publicly report specifically on the amount of FDI supported or catalysed by CBI-certified bonds.
Another example of a relevant standard is ISO 14001, which is an international standard aimed at providing “organizations with a framework to protect the environment and respond to changing environmental conditions in balance with socio-economic needs. It specifies requirements that enable an organization to achieve the intended outcomes it sets for its environmental management system.” The standard has been certified in more than 300,000 firms across the world. It has also largely been found to have improved the environmental management of certified corporations. Assessing the amount of FDI covered by this standard could therefore be one approach for assessing performance that is green as compared to a business-as-usual baseline. Nevertheless, certification of compliance with ISO 14001 is no guarantee of an absolute level of “green” performance in terms of processes used, and does not address impacts of products produced. Using it as a tool for measuring green FDI could therefore result in overestimating relevant green investment. Additionally, because firms may not want or have the resources to acquire certification, the amount of FDI covered by ISO 14001 could also underestimate the amount of green FDI. Thus, this standard could be relevant for sector-, industry- and country-specific attempts to identify the “greenest” companies, but would raise a number of challenges as a tool for measuring green FDI more broadly.

**Table 2: Concepts Used to Define Green FDI**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNCTAD World Investment Report 2010</td>
<td>Low-carbon FDI</td>
<td>The transfer of technologies, practices or products by MNEs to host countries – through equity FDI and non-equity forms of participation – such that their own and related operations, as well as use of their products and services, generate significantly lower GHG emissions than would otherwise prevail in the industry under business-as-usual circumstances.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| UNCTAD Roundtable Note (2008) | Green FDI | (1) FDI that applies higher environmental standards than required by host-country law  
(2) FDI into production of EGS |
(2) Sustainable management of natural resources and services they provide  
(3) Activities in EGSS and across green value chains |
(2) FDI in environmental damage mitigation processes, i.e., use of cleaner and/or more energy-efficient technologies. |

**Related Concepts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green Bond Principles, 2016</td>
<td>Green Bonds</td>
<td>Recognizes several broad categories of projects eligible for funding from green bonds. These categories include, but are not limited to renewable energy; energy efficiency; pollution prevention and control; sustainable management of living natural resources; terrestrial and aquatic biodiversity conservation; clean transportation; sustainable water management; climate change adaptation; eco-efficient products, production technologies and processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Bonds Initiative</td>
<td>Climate Bonds</td>
<td>List of 47 investment areas in eight sectors (energy, transport, water, low carbon buildings, ITC, waste and pollution control, nature based assets, industry and energy-intensive commercial), with specific criteria for certification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System of Environmental-Economic Accounting: Central Framework (CF) EGSS</td>
<td>EGSS</td>
<td>Goods and services produced for (1) environmental protection and (2) resource management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.1.5 Considerations of Non-Environmental Sustainability Criteria

These examples highlight that efforts to define and measure green FDI are still at a relatively early stage. One approach undertaken by different initiatives at the international and national levels has been to include FDI in EGS as a component of the green FDI definition, and use EGSS data to measure green FDI. While comprehensive EGSS data collection may not yet be widespread, the 2012 Central Framework should enable progress. Other relevant approaches have been to more narrowly focus on tracking investments in particular industries (e.g., renewable energy).

One problem that plagues many of these approaches, standards and tools, however, is that the focus on identifying and promoting what is “green” may result in inadequate attention being paid to other elements of sustainability. This, in turn, risks ignoring or undermining other environmental, social, and economic objectives, and frustrating SDG 17, which emphasizes the need for policy coherence in advancing sustainable development. Concerns, for instance, have been raised about the human rights and economic impacts of renewable energy and other GHG emissions-reductions projects.45 Similarly, corporate providers of water and water services – who may be considered green FDI investors based on EGSS data – sometimes cause other types of environmental harms and raise human rights risks.46 A characterization of FDI projects as “green” based on their economic industry allows companies (and the markets and policies that support them) to take an unduly narrow view of the companies’ broader impacts on sustainable development. Such a holistic definition of “green” FDI may not be practical in broad macro-level data collection on green FDI flows and stocks. But it would be important for private and public sector investors and lenders, consumers, and other stakeholders to use comprehensive environmental, social, and economic assessments when determining whether and how to support or otherwise engage with the FDI investor and its investment project (by, for example, granting the project tax incentives, or deciding whether or not to lend capital to the project).

2.2 Towards a Common Understanding and Measurement of Green FDI

Diverging and impractical definitions of “green FDI” are problematic for a number of reasons:

- The lack of a consistent understanding of what is “green” can undermine the integrity of “green” projects and can increase transaction costs associated with development of truly environmentally sustainable FDI projects, stymying public and private sector support for those investments.
- Challenges understanding what is green FDI or not hinder efforts to measure the risk-return profiles of green FDI projects as compared to non-green projects in the relevant sector or activity. This information can be important for shaping policies that impact those profiles (e.g., through measures requiring internalization of externalities), and for generating public and private sector backing for green FDI projects.
- The lack of data presents challenges for understanding whether the economy is undergoing necessary transformations and, in particular, what roles FDI is playing in advancing or undermining sustainable development objectives. That, in turn, further impedes relevant policy responses and strategies.

In its 2016 Synthesis Report, the G20 Green Finance Study Group (GFSG) identified the lack of consensus and comparability of “green” finance definitions, and lack of relevant and agreed upon indicators of “greenness” as one of the key barriers slowing financial sector support for green investment.47 This does not mean that one single definition needs to be identified and agreed upon: single definitions suffer from
the danger of not adequately reflecting differing contexts and priorities in different countries or markets. On the other hand, too many definitions – e.g., each financial firm defines green assets by itself – could also make it very costly for comparison across institutions and markets and for cross-border green investment.48

The same holds true for green FDI, where work on conceptualization and operationalization is at an even earlier stage. Making progress will entail building on existing work on the EGSS, and sector- and issue-based initiatives, and leveraging the initiatives on definitions and measurements of green finance. FDI decisions regarding whether, where, and how to invest will often be shaped by dictates or priorities of sources of corporate or project financing. Harmonizing definitions utilized by upstream suppliers of capital with definitions employed by downstream users should aid both MNEs seeking additional sources of debt and equity for FDI projects, and investors looking for investment opportunities.

When considering how to develop and harmonize understandings of green FDI, relevant issues that will need to be considered relate to:

- **Scope of MNE conduct**: The definition will likely primarily focus on the policies, practices and impacts of FDI established or acquired in the host country (e.g., the foreign-owned electricity generation facility or mining venture), given the defining characteristics of FDI as being investment owned and controlled by a foreign investor (who may be an individual but is commonly an MNE). But the definition should also touch on the role of other key actors in corporate chain (e.g., relevant policies, practices and impacts of decisions taken by the FDI investor at the headquarters level). Thus, while the definition should primarily be impact-based and project-focused at the host country level, it should also leverage guidance and standards developed to more holistically address and shape the conduct of MNEs, such as the OECD Guidelines on Responsible Business Conduct, and the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.

- **Products and processes**: FDI could be green depending on its processes used, or goods or services produced. A definition should enable consideration of both. While being green in one aspect (e.g., the product produced) could support a provisional green FDI label, negative environmental characteristics or effects of the other aspect (e.g., the process used) should cause FDI to lose its green designation.

- **Timing and amounts**: The definition and use of green FDI labels will need to take into account that environmental performance and impacts of FDI projects can change over time. Thus, efforts to define, assess and measure green FDI cannot be limited to initial investments, but must anticipate and enable shifts in whether or not FDI in a particular project (which includes reinvestment) is or is not green. Additionally, definitions may have to assess how much FDI in a particular project to count as green FDI if not all products/processes would meet a green definition.

- **Feasibility**: The definition should be capable of wide operationalization, using data and indicators, which will likely differ based on the industry or sector of the FDI project, that are widely collected across countries, and capable of monitoring and verification.

- **Usefulness**: The definition should be designed to advance desired purposes. Depending on the objective (reducing transaction costs relating to the development, promotion, and verification of green projects, or enabling better measurement of the impacts of private sector activities), the definitions of green FDI should be aligned with those of other forms of financial flows to the extent possible. If the objective is to identify those projects warranting special government support in terms
of fiscal or financial incentives, the definition of green FDI may need to take into account and exclude FDI that produces environmental benefits but already represents well-established or legally mandated practices in terms of products produced or processes used.

- **Policy coherence**: While the term “green FDI” might generally be considered to be narrower than “sustainable FDI”, the definition used for green FDI should take into account broader sustainable development impacts. Not doing so could mean that public and private sector support mobilized for green FDI projects could actually undermine efforts to ensure economic growth is socially just and equitable, and consistent with the broader set of objectives outlined in the SDGs. Thus, while the concept of “green FDI” need not internalize the same range of issues as “sustainable FDI”, it should at a minimum be sensitive to them and, in particular, exclude FDI projects that risk undermining other elements of sustainable development.
3 Policy Frameworks Shaping Green FDI Flows

Motivated by the potential benefits that FDI can bring in terms of capital, jobs, and technology transfer, countries have been granting fiscal, financial, and regulatory incentives, and establishing investment promotion agencies (IPAs) in efforts to attract foreign capital. Additionally, driven by a desire to increase competitiveness of domestic industry, improve domestic access to resources, or advance global sustainable development objectives, a growing number of countries have developed policies and programmes supporting their firms’ efforts to establish and expand operations overseas.

Complementing these domestic initiatives, countries have engaged in various bilateral and multilateral initiatives to spur FDI including through negotiation of international investment treaties.

Increasingly, however, there has been growing awareness of the limits of FDI. One is that it does not always contribute to sustainable, inclusive economic development in host and home countries. Another is that policies in source countries, recipient countries, and at the international level are essential for maximizing the benefits and minimizing the potential harms that such investment might generate. Similarly, there has been increasing awareness of the limits of certain tools such as investment incentives and investment treaties in terms of their ability to effectively and efficiently influence the direction and impact of investment flows.

Governments are thus reassessing the evidence on policy responses to three separate questions about FDI:

- **Why** – why do firms invest abroad and how can governments effectively encourage inward and outward investment?
- **Where** – where do firms invest and how can governments pull or push investment into desired locations?
- **What** – what impacts does FDI have and how can governments shape those impacts so as to maximize desired benefits at home and abroad?

With respect to green FDI into developing countries in particular, these questions ask how governments can catalyse certain types of investments, direct that investment into jurisdictions that need it, and ensure that it contributes to advancing environmentally sustainable growth and development. This section highlights some ways policymakers in host governments, home governments, and at the international level have sought to answer these questions, while also illustrating the scope of the challenge that remains.

3.1 Host Country Policies and Regulations Relevant to Green FDI

Host countries face challenges of both seeking to attract investment, and ensuring that the investment they receive produces environmental benefits (or, at a minimum, does not generate environmental harms), as shown by two opposite theories from the economic literature. According to the “pollution haven” theory, which is supported by some evidence, these two goals are potentially competing as a country’s relatively low environmental standards or lax enforcement of environmental laws may be seen by some investors as selling points for that country as a foreign investment destination, ultimately resulting in negative environmental impacts. Yet, as explained by the “pollution halo” theory and the evidence supporting it, FDI can also inject new, cleaner technologies into the host country, upgrading environmental performance and outcomes, and lowering carbon emissions.
Some governments have sought to attract and capture environmental benefits from FDI. In these efforts, they have utilized a range of approaches, including offering a mix of financial, fiscal and regulatory incentives, targeting investment in particular sectors and activities, and reducing information asymmetries and other barriers to investment. (See Table 3 for examples).

**Table 3: Examples of investment incentives and measures to attract green FDI into developing countries**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IPA, Country</th>
<th>Measures to attract green FDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Invest in Morocco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invest India</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InvestSA, South Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCOLOMBIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board of Investment, Mauritius</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Yet despite some advances in terms of greening investment attraction efforts, investment promotion policies are too often still inadequately aligned with sustainable development strategies. Consequently, there is a persistent risk that host countries will miss opportunities to attract green FDI and potentially entrench unsustainable activities.

One common issue is that government support to FDI may be in sectors and activities that are exposed to significant sustainability and market risk. These include investments in the development of fossil fuel reserves that might be left stranded due to international climate policy and technological progress, or investments in infrastructure that results in high GHG emissions or is vulnerable to the effects of climate change.

More broadly, failure to price environmental externalities reduces opportunities for FDI (and domestic investment) in new green businesses. The Business and Sustainable Development Commission has found that, if the true value of resources and costs of environmental externalities were taken into account, the value of business opportunities relating to food, water, and carbon systems would increase by 40%. If, for instance, the price of carbon reflected its environmental externalities, there would be additional business opportunities in activities such as improving the energy efficiency of buildings and operations, developing and operating public transport, and developing electric and hybrid vehicles. Similarly, the failure to adequately price inputs in the food system hinders development of business activities in reducing agricultural and food waste.

In addition to challenges relating to the types of FDI governments are seeking, challenges also arise from the means used to attract such investment. In some cases, for example, governments have promised to waive or reduce obligations on foreign investors to comply with environmental laws in order to attract FDI projects. More commonly, governments are promising a range of fiscal and financial benefits. Those government grants of financial and fiscal incentives to attract or keep investment constitute government expenditures; those expenditures on non-green projects can divert crucial funds away from green ones. Similarly, those expenditures can reduce the amount of funds that governments have available to spend on improving the hard and soft infrastructure and domestic economic climate that can be crucial for attracting green FDI and promoting sustainable economic growth more generally. Even incentives that specifically target green FDI raise challenges, as the amounts given can exceed what is necessary to enable the investor to reach its required rate of return, and can be unsustainable for the government to fund.

Overall, there is significant room for investment promotion to be more actively and efficiently engaged in advancing sustainable, inclusive economic growth in general, and green FDI in particular. Steps that host countries can take in this direction include the development of policies and structures to ensure greater alignment between investment promotion and sustainable development strategies.

This can mean, among other things:

- **Identifying and promoting opportunities for green FDI**, including by working with IPAs to target investment in mitigation or adaptation projects consistent with countries’ Nationally Determined Contributions and National Adaptation Plans, and identifying opportunities to serve export markets’ demand for environmental goods and services;

- **Designing sound and robust government plans and strategies**, to be translated into project and program pipelines for domestic and foreign investment. Developing pipelines of projects in line with NDCs gives investors certainty through high-level commitment. Within this process, governments can
also assess the kinds of financial sources needed, including FDI, and develop plans on how to access the different sources in a complementary and coherent way. NDCs can be seen as a central instrument for government investment planning, including for attracting green FDI.

- **enabling IPAs to understand and communicate basic frameworks** of national and international environmental policies relevant to different types of investment, including frameworks relevant for generating emissions credits. It can also mean ensuring IPAs are familiar with key standards and reporting frameworks for green bonds and impact investors, so as to be able to help foreign direct investors design their projects in ways to harness additional sources of green finance;

- **developing plans and services that focus on promoting green reinvestment**. Reinvestment is one of the three components of FDI (along with equity and intra-company loans). It can be a significant portion of overall FDI flows into a country. In 2014, for example, reinvested earnings made up roughly 65% of all FDI outflows from developed country MNEs; in 2015, that number dropped to 43%, but for the US was still a high 91%. Thus, it is important for governments to think about promoting productive reinvestment as well as investment from new sources. Reinvestment-related policies can include efforts to help businesses identify and minimize potential environment-related costs through investment in cleaner production methods. This, in turn, can support additional green technology transfer in the host country, increase the MNE’s competitiveness, and improve the position of the MNE’s affiliate within the MNE’s corporate family;

- **revising methods for designing and evaluating performance of IPAs**. In order to ensure missions are aligned, IPA hiring and professional development should emphasize the importance of knowledge regarding the characteristics of and opportunities for green FDI. IPAs should also be evaluated on the quality and not just quantity of investment they attract. In order for an IPA to be able to effectively promote green FDI, it needs to be made clear that this is the IPA’s core mission, and performance will be evaluated based on the agency’s ability to advance green growth strategies;

- **developing and implementing tools for ex ante and ex post cost-benefit analyses of fiscal, financial and other incentives** to help ensure that they are effective in generating the desired benefits for the host country, and are not unduly wasteful of public resources. Even incentives granted for “green” projects might be unnecessary in terms of their effects on FDI decisions, or unsustainable in terms of their impacts on government budgets;

- **identifying and providing ingredients for successful, sustainable investment**. These ingredients can include developing clear processes for securing free prior and informed consent from indigenous peoples, and improving land tenure security and transparency around land-based investment. If not addressed, those issues can stymie investment, or lead to investment negatively impacting the rights and interests of host country citizens and communities and giving rise to costly conflicts. These efforts to clarify relevant legal frameworks are consistent with investment facilitation initiatives identified by UNCTAD, the G20 and others as being priority strategies for policy attention.

In each of these areas, investment promotion strategies should leverage research regarding effective tools for attracting and benefiting from FDI. This includes evidence on the importance of hard and soft infrastructure, on the role of and options for targeting investment promotion, and on the tools for facilitating linkages that can help embed FDI projects in the host country and encourage spillovers into the domestic economy.
3.2 Home Country Policies

Home countries are increasingly playing a role in both supporting and regulating their firms' overseas operations. In relation to support, governments may provide diplomatic, informational, financial and fiscal support to ease their companies’ paths abroad. Often, this support is made contingent on the companies’ compliance with certain obligations such as requirements to adhere to the IFC’s Social and Environmental Performance Standards, or other international or domestic environmental and social standards. Similarly, some home government support systems adopt policies barring or discouraging them from supporting certain types of projects that are deemed to present high environmental or social risks.

Some home country supports specifically aim to catalyse green FDI through providing insurance products designed to address risks particularly relevant to such projects, or allotting all or certain portions of their funds to cover eligible green projects. Indeed, certain home country institutions appear to be innovating in this area. In recent years, for example, the US Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC), a US agency with an international development mandate, has developed a number of new insurance products such as insurance to compensate for losses triggered by government actions (1) reducing payment of feed-in tariffs for renewable energy projects; (2) preventing or interfering with investors’ abilities to generate or sell carbon credits from “REDD” projects (i.e., projects reducing emissions otherwise generated through degradation of forests or deforestation); (3) expropriating or changing the relevant regulatory framework governing investments in renewable energy projects. Additionally, OPIC has begun offering “Green Guarantees”, green bond credit enhancement instruments that can help increase the use of asset-backed green bonds. OPIC’s policy is to complement insurers and other private financial services providers, not substitute for them; thus, it seeks to design products and support projects that are not (yet) adequately supported by private insurers or lenders.

To be eligible for OPIC support (in the form of insurance, loans, or guarantees), projects must score above a certain threshold on OPIC’s “Development Matrix”, which attempts to assess impacts on:

- development reach (e.g., impacts on basic infrastructure or benefits to poor and other underserved populations),
- environmental and community benefits (e.g., a project’s improvement of the environment),
- job creation and human capacity-building (e.g., number of new jobs to be created and training and benefits exceeding host country legal requirements),
- host country macroeconomic or financial benefits (e.g., local procurement, and impacts on micro, small and medium-sized enterprises), and
- demonstration effects (e.g., technology assistance and knowledge transfer, the adoption of internationally recognized quality or performance standards).

Projects supported by OPIC must also comply with OPIC’s environmental and social policies, and are subject to monitoring requirements to assess environmental, social, health and safety impacts, as well as to track performance on criteria that are included in the Development Matrix.

OPIC’s policies do not preclude support for development of fossil fuel-based power sources, or new oil, gas, or mining projects. Thus, compliance with OPIC’s environmental and social standards may be necessary, but not sufficient, to warrant a label of green FDI. At a programmatic level, OPIC has, nevertheless, adopted specific policies to address climate change by (1) reducing the direct GHG
emissions from projects in its active portfolio, and (2) increasing support for renewable energy and energy efficiency projects. In terms of the direct GHG emissions of its active portfolio, those have fallen from 49.76 million short tons of CO$_2$ in fiscal year 2008, to approximately 7.77 million short tons in fiscal year 2015.\textsuperscript{65} In terms of support for renewable investment, OPIC reports that, between 2008 and 2015, it has provided approximately US$1 billion per year to renewable energy projects, supporting roughly 130 projects in developing countries.\textsuperscript{66}

The policies of home countries (and other actors) that subsidize their companies can help shape the make-up of FDI projects. One recent analysis of FDI projects supported by the Chinese government through the China Development Bank and Export-Import Bank of China calculated that those policy banks had deployed US$160 billion in energy finance for overseas projects between 2010 and 2016: 20 per cent was directed for the extraction of energy sources and power transmission, and the remaining 80 per cent went to support the development of power plants. The report further found that “ninety three per cent of the power plant financing is in the coal (66) and hydroelectric (27) sectors.”\textsuperscript{67} In 2016 alone, energy financing from the China Development Bank and Export-Import Bank amounted to roughly US$43 billion, an amount that is “close to triple the average annual energy lending of the World Bank and all the Western-backed multi-lateral development banks combined.”\textsuperscript{68} Thus, Chinese government assistance to FDI in energy projects is hugely significant, and may be locking in unsustainable infrastructure for the coming decades. If, however, the Chinese government sought to leverage its financial resources and domestic firms’ capabilities in solar and wind power, one could imagine the government catalysing a similar expansion of FDI in renewable energy investment.

As the example from China shows, some home governments use export credits alone or with other tools to support FDI projects. In this context, the OECD’s Arrangement on Officially Supported Export Credits is relevant. It is a “Gentlemen’s Agreement” among its Participants (Australia, Canada, the European Union, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, Norway, Switzerland and the US) on export credits, which can be used, among other things, to support FDI projects. The Arrangement and its Annexes have various provisions relevant to environmental issues, including one on export credits for coal-fired electricity generation projects. This part of the Arrangement, which became applicable on 1 January 2017, includes restrictions on the availability and the terms of credit for coal-fired power projects, as well as requirements to disclose decisions to provide such support.\textsuperscript{69}

Drawing from such international frameworks or domestic practices, other governments have developed their own environmental and social policies regarding support for outward investment. Similar to the practices of OPIC and China’s policy banks, other home country entities providing support for outward investment appear to promote projects that would not meet definitions of “green” investments, including projects for the extraction of fossil fuels and the construction of fossil fuel-based power sources.\textsuperscript{70}

In addition to circumstances in which the home country regulates its firms as a condition of providing them direct support for outward investments, various home governments have adopted a mix of measures that address and aim to shape the overseas conduct of any MNEs based or operating in their territories. This includes requirements on firms to disclose information regarding payments made to foreign governments,\textsuperscript{71} comply with rules barring corruption and bribery,\textsuperscript{72} develop and disclose policies and practices to prevent slavery,\textsuperscript{73} and conduct and report on their due diligence to avoid harms to the environment and human rights caused by their activities and the activities of their subsidiaries and suppliers.\textsuperscript{74} The home country may enforce those laws through provisions for criminal or civil liability, and may also permit lawsuits against MNEs in the home country’s courts to seek remedies for environmental
or other harms caused by an FDI project in the host country. These types of initiatives illustrate how home governments can further shape the environmental performance of FDI investors and their projects. They are therefore important to consider as part of the relevant policy mix that can impact the “greenness” of FDI flows.

Home countries have an important role to play in increasing FDI flows (e.g., reducing the risk for FDI projects and lowering the cost of capital), influencing where that FDI takes place (e.g., by providing specific support for FDI in developing countries), and in shaping its conduct and impacts (e.g., through loan conditions, regulations, and liability regimes). Such home country outward investment regulation and promotion efforts are indeed crucial to ensuring that FDI is green, and that it takes place and brings benefits to developing as well as developed countries. Further home country initiatives therefore should consist of efforts to:

- examine outward investment promotion policies and ensure they are aligned with green criteria as well as broader sustainable development goals and commitments;
- develop systems of monitoring and accountability so as to better guarantee adherence to relevant policies and enable those policies to be improved over time;
- engage in multi-stakeholder policy dialogues regarding best practices in green outward FDI promotion; and
- review home country legal systems and address issues allowing MNEs to inappropriately avoid liability for environmental (or other) harms caused in overseas activities.

### 3.3 Intergovernmental Agreements

Action at the international level can also be important to catalysing green FDI, and can take various forms. Some intergovernmental initiatives and instruments arise from multilateral development banks, which adopt policies and raise issues similar to those discussed above in the section on home country measures. In particular, multilateral development banks (MDBs) provide financial support (including insurance) that can help spur FDI, and their environmental policies can be crucial for shaping the environmental performance and impacts of supported projects.

Environmental treaties may also establish relevant systems and tools. The treaties can, for example, provide for multilateral funding, capacity-building, and adoption of regulatory frameworks governing public and private conduct, which can all be used to affect FDI flows and MNEs’ activities. The Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), for instance, was established under the Kyoto Protocol with the objective of catalysing cross-border emission reduction projects and technology transfer in developing countries. At the end of 2014, the CDM had spurred the design and implementation of approximately 7,800 projects and programmes in around 100 countries, with most of them in China and India. A study commissioned by the European Commission concluded: “The CDM has provided many benefits. It has brought innovative technologies and financial transfers to developing countries, helped identify untapped mitigation opportunities, contributed to technology transfer, may have facilitated leapfrogging the establishment of extensive fossil energy infrastructures and created knowledge, institutions, and infrastructure that can facilitate further action on climate change. Some projects provided significant sustainable development co-benefits.”

As highlighted by that and other studies, however, there are serious questions about whether the carbon credit and offset schemes underlying the CDM actually result in global emissions reductions. Moreover,
there are legitimate concerns about the impacts of CDM projects on other components of sustainable development, including the impacts of the projects on human rights. These issues illustrate some of the reasons why the amount of FDI in CDM projects is not an easy proxy for measuring green FDI. They will likely inform intergovernmental discussions under the Paris Agreement regarding a mechanism that will replace the CDM when it ends in 2020. (Box 2).

**Box 2: Renewable Energy Projects and Human Rights**

As the effects of climate change on human rights have been increasingly realized and acknowledged, implementing mitigation and adaptation strategies has been recognized as necessary for compliance with certain human rights obligations. Investment in projects that seek to reduce GHG emissions and encourage the shift to low-carbon energy alternatives can form an essential component of these strategies. Yet renewable energy projects, like other FDI projects, can themselves adversely impact the human rights of affected individuals and communities. Policies and regulations adopted at various levels to encourage investment in renewable energy can also inadvertently create or exacerbate human rights violations, including: forced displacement and infringements of the right to property; violations of rights to culture and self-determination; violations of rights to food, water, health, life, and an adequate standard of living; and infringements of obligations concerning consultation and free, prior and informed consent (FPIC). Specific risks are particularly applicable to certain groups, including women, children, and indigenous peoples. Thus, while investments in renewable energy may be characterized as “green” on the basis of their economic sector, they nonetheless risk creating or contributing to detrimental human rights impacts.

- **Hydroelectric projects** can result in physical and economic displacement of local communities. Several hydroelectric power plant projects in Panama have drawn heavy criticism for their adverse impacts on both the environment and the rights of affected indigenous communities. One project, which was financed by at least three development finance institutions and officially registered as a CDM project, is claimed to have resulted in the physical displacement of 1,000 people and economic displacement of 4,000 people, in addition to excessive flooding and destruction of vegetation in the project area.

- **Investment in biofuels** can also result in physical and economic displacement, in addition to other land-related human rights violations and grievances. The increase in large-scale land transfers widely reported during and following the food price crisis of 2007-08 has been partially attributed to increased interest in biofuel production, which was in turn encouraged by the European Union’s policy on biofuel targets. In 2015, the European Parliament and Council took steps to address some of the negative implications of its biofuels policy, in particular the effects of indirect land use change; however, its revised approach does not directly address the human rights implications of investment in biofuels.

- **Wind, solar, and geothermal projects** carry similar risks for land-related and other human rights.

The policies and procedures of host and home countries, development finance institutions, intergovernmental initiatives, investors, and other stakeholders play a critical role in determining whether and to what extent renewable energy projects adversely impact human rights. Carbon finance schemes can, for example, facilitate violations by supporting investment in renewables without conditioning such support on compliance with human rights obligations or standards.
Certain standards governing carbon finance mechanisms and associated projects have incorporated human rights safeguards.\textsuperscript{91} A handful of project-level certification procedures have also sought to address human rights risks associated with renewable energy projects.\textsuperscript{93} However, in most cases, policies and procedures at various levels fail to adequately address the human rights risks associated with mitigation and adaptation strategies in general, and renewable energy projects in particular.\textsuperscript{94} With total investment in renewables likely to increase over the coming years, much remains to be done to align policies and procedures applicable to renewable energy projects with procedural and substantive human rights obligations that are equally applicable to renewable and other “green” investments.\textsuperscript{95}

Another potential channel for intergovernmental action to define and generate green FDI is through concluding and implementing international investment treaties. Over 3,000 of these instruments are in force and more are being negotiated, including agreements between major economies such as the EU and China, the US and China, and the EU and the US.

These agreements typically note that their core stated purpose is to promote cross-border investment flows that will advance economic growth in and the prosperity of signatory states. While the large majority of the thousands of treaties in force do not contain any express reference to achieving environmental objectives,\textsuperscript{96} economic growth and prosperity need to be understood in the context of long-term, holistic, and inclusive sustainable development. As stated in “Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development,” the outcome document agreed by consensus at the conclusion of intergovernmental negotiations on the post-2015 development agenda, ensuring economic prosperity means “ensuring] that all human beings can enjoy prosperous and fulfilling lives and that economic, social and technological progress occurs in harmony with nature.” At present, investment treaties appear to be of doubtful use in terms of promoting FDI (or growth and prosperity) in general,\textsuperscript{97} let alone promoting green FDI in particular.\textsuperscript{98} Indeed, some aspects of investment treaties may reduce incentives for companies to improve the environmental performance of their FDI projects.\textsuperscript{99} However, investment treaties could potentially be more effectively enlisted to promote green FDI.\textsuperscript{100}

Indeed, a few existing treaties illustrate how governments can use IIAs to proactively promote green FDI. The Cotonou Agreement is one example. Concluded between the EU and the members of the African, Caribbean, and Pacific (ACP) Group of States in 2000 and subsequently amended, the agreement provides for inter-State cooperation and EU assistance in a range of activities that aim to increase cross-border investment flows. These include capacity building for IPAs, dissemination of information regarding business opportunities in ACP states, provision of risk capital and investment guarantees, and assistance in developing relevant technical, managerial and professional expertise.\textsuperscript{101} Each of these activities could be implemented with a focus on green FDI.

Another example of an investment treaty that includes relevant investment promotion provisions is the Japan-Mexico Economic Partnership Agreement. It contains an article aimed at promoting investment in activities designed to advance sustainable development and tackle the challenges of climate change.\textsuperscript{102}

In recent years, Brazil has been advancing its own approach to investment treaties, which focuses on developing cooperative strategies and mechanisms for investment promotion and facilitation. Brazil also embeds provisions on corporate social responsibility (CSR), directing companies to “develop their best efforts to advance environmental progress” and “refrain from seeking or accepting exemptions that are
not established in the legislation of the Host Party, relating to environment, health, security, work or financial incentives, or other issues.”

These and other examples help illustrate how IIAs could be more actively enlisted to spur green FDI. In particular, they could include commitments by state parties to:

- cooperate on sharing and disseminating information on opportunities for investment in relevant projects;
- cooperate on development, deployment, and diffusion of relevant technologies to be employed through FDI projects;
- provide technical, financial or other assistance to the host government to promote green FDI; this could include such support as capacity building for IPAs, and provision of risk capital and investment guarantees; and
- provide assistance in investment facilitation. As UNCTAD explains: “Investment facilitation is the set of policies and actions aimed at making it easier for investors to establish and expand their investments, as well as to conduct their day-to-day business in host countries. It focuses on alleviating ground-level obstacles to investment, for example through improvements in transparency and information available to investors... Investment facilitation is distinct from investment promotion, which is about promoting a location as an investment destination (e.g. through marketing and incentives) and is therefore often country-specific and competitive in nature.”

In addition to more actively supporting green FDI, investment treaties could also contain provisions designed to:

- reduce support for FDI projects that are inconsistent with environmental objectives: investment treaties could adopt the model employed by some government-sponsored political risk insurance providers (such as OPIC or the World Bank’s Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA)) and deny protection to investments that risk or cause undue environmental harm. Under current practices, investment treaties provide what is effectively free political risk insurance to all FDI (and other investment flows) irrespective of its environmental impacts. A green approach following what is already done by government insurers could deny coverage for projects in certain sectors (e.g., new coal mines) or those failing to meet certain environmental performance standards (e.g., breaching the IFC Performance Standards). Investment treaties could be used to discipline fossil fuel subsidies that would advantage FDI projects based on a fossil fuel economy. Some investment treaties contain restrictions on governments’ uses of subsidies; and a more recent development is for the text to also target the use of fossil fuel subsidies. Future investment treaties could expand and strengthen those rules.
- combat environmental challenges that may be exacerbated by FDI: investment treaties can include mechanisms for improving government capacity to develop, monitor and enforce environmental laws. These mechanisms may become especially important if the treaty results in new or expanded business activities using natural resources or generating additional or different forms of waste and emissions. A number of more modern treaties have contained these types of provisions. Nevertheless, studies regarding the implementation and enforcement of those treaty provisions suggest that much remains to be done to ensure they are effective.
more generally discipline relevant competitions for capital: investment treaties can attempt to combat competition for capital that has negative ramifications for green FDI. Some provisions, which can be found in a relatively small but growing number of treaties, aim to prevent countries from trying to attract or keep investment by lowering or failing to enforce environmental standards. Investment treaties, however, generally do not regulate fiscal and financial tools for investment attraction, which may have a particularly negative effect on low-income countries. 

More specifically, countries may be able to use incentives to attract FDI in, for example, the manufacturing of solar panels. But to the extent those incentives are locational incentives designed to encourage manufacturing investment in one place as opposed to another, they do not necessarily impact total amounts of FDI in the relevant green sector. Rather, they affect where that FDI takes place. If there are no disciplines placed on the use of incentives, richer countries with resources to provide in terms of fiscal and financial incentives may be able to consistently prevail over poorer countries in efforts to attract green FDI. And in order for poorer countries to attract investment, they may need to offer more incentives than they otherwise would have. Thus, unregulated use of investment incentives can both hinder the ability of poorer countries to attract investment, and can cause all countries to expend unnecessary sums in locational incentives. In order to address these issues, investment treaties could incorporate provisions modelled on the approach of the EU’s State Aid regime. That system broadly limits EU Member States’ use of investment incentives, but provides lower-income countries (and lower-income regions within countries) special flexibilities to use those tools. The EU’s State Aid system also allows certain investment incentives when designed to help meet environmental objectives. By adopting a similar special-and-differential treatment approach to disciplining countries’ abilities to offer investment incentives, investment treaties could potentially prevent developing countries from being routinely outmatched in competitions for investment, and could curb wasteful grants of tax and financial packages.

These examples of substantive provisions and procedural mechanisms illustrate the variety of ways states can craft their investment treaties to more actively catalyse investment. State parties can use investment treaties to promote investment flows generally, or can more strategically design them to increase investment into the less developed country partner, increase investment in particular sectors or activities, and collaborate to maximize the benefits and minimize the harms that can be generated by liberalized and increased FDI flows.

3.4 Concluding Remarks Regarding Policy Frameworks and their Impacts

Governments at the home, host, and international level are adopting some policies and taking various steps to use their power to increase green FDI (and discourage brown FDI). Such action is still at a relatively early stage, and does not represent or signal the fundamental shift that is needed to address contemporary environmental challenges including, but not limited to, climate change. The strength of commitments to environmental objectives at unilateral, bilateral and multilateral levels needs to be ratcheted up and broadened. High-income home governments also need to play a heightened role in helping increase and improve the quality and distribution of FDI flows. Important steps include action by:

- the host state to design investment policies, strategies and tools (e.g., initiatives of IPAs to attract and keep FDI) as instruments aimed at helping meet environmental and climate change-related goals and commitments;
• the home country to promote green outward FDI in developing countries through, for example, providing insurance, information, or financial support; and to help ensure their MNEs can be held accountable for environmental harms caused in host countries; and

• countries and organizations to, at the international level, use institutions (such as multilateral development banks) and instruments (such as international investment treaties) to help the private sector overcome barriers that are impeding green FDI in developing countries.
4 Greening Financial Markets

The home, host, and intergovernmental policies noted in the previous section represent some key frameworks that governments have developed to influence firms’ overseas investment decisions. Tools for (inward and outward) investment promotion can be used to influence firms’ decisions regarding whether and where to invest, and impact the quality of FDI that is sent or received. Nevertheless, a broader range of factors and actors influence the amount and impact of FDI. Whether or not FDI takes place, where it goes, and whether or not FDI is green depends on such factors as: the characteristics of host countries; the impacts of “greening” on profits; the impacts of host countries and business models on access to capital; and the constraints and opportunities that arise from corporate governance norms. The right signals need to be put in place by policymakers, the private sector, and other stakeholders for firms to make the desired and needed investments in a green economy.

In this context, a series of questions are relevant, including:

- What are the internal characteristics of and levers on the firm that can impact green FDI?
- What drives firm-level decisions to go beyond regulatory mandates (which may be essential for, e.g., discretionary decisions to invest in efficient modes of production, to shift R&D away from extraction of fossil fuels to development of new, cleaner technologies)?
- What are the roles of shareholders in private and publicly listed firms?
- How do issues of “short-termism” affect the willingness and ability of firms to adopt green FDI strategies?
- How does the growing role of private equity impact firms’ behaviour – does it ease pressures of short-termism and enable injection of crucial expertise? Or does it exacerbate pressures to extract near-term value at the expense of long-term objectives?

These questions are just some of the issues that are relevant for green business models in general, whether those businesses operate at home or abroad. Green FDI raises an additional set of opportunities and challenges. The opportunities relate to firms’ decisions to invest abroad, which are typically considered to arise from the desire to access new markets (e.g., provision of off-grid energy to a rural economy) or resources (e.g., rare earth minerals), to acquire strategic assets (e.g., advanced technologies), or to improve efficiency (e.g., through accessing concessionary capital). The challenges arise from issues such as exchange rate risks, uncertainty regarding the host country’s legal and business environment, and geographic and cultural distance between the FDI investor and the host country. In order to maximize green FDI, it is therefore important to evaluate how the market treats those opportunities and challenges now and how it may do so in the future.
Among a range of emerging environmental, social and governance (ESG) measures, a growing number of multinational companies are voluntarily adopting internal carbon pricing. In 2016, one out of five companies reporting to CDP (formerly known as the Carbon Disclosure Project) said they have adopted or are planning to adopt an internal carbon price over the next two years – a 23% increase from 2015 levels. Out of the 100 largest MNEs in terms of foreign assets, 56 feature on this list. While the price levels used vary widely, around half of the companies use higher prices than imposed on them by regulatory carbon pricing systems to assess the viability of planned investments.

Internal carbon pricing can take different forms:

- **Shadow price**: A shadow carbon price is a virtual cost for expected emissions factored into internal rate of return analyses. While no actual financial transactions take place, a shadow price can alter investment decisions both at project and strategic level, and prepare companies for the implementation of effective regulatory pricing.

- **Internal carbon tax**: Under an internal carbon tax, business entities effectively pay for each ton of CO₂ emitted in their operations. Proceeds are collected at the company level and normally used to finance internal emission reduction projects or to purchase emission offset credits. Internal carbon taxes tend to be set at lower levels than shadow prices because they involve actual transactions.

While research on the effects of internal carbon pricing is still at an early stage, evidence suggests two things:

1. Meaningful carbon pricing can affect investment decisions of MNEs. It justifies the use of low-emission processes and technologies when retrofitting or setting up new operations, and supports the exploration of new business fields. 37 MNEs disclosing to CDP – including Microsoft Corporation, Bouygues, Novartis or TD Bank – have reported such direct impacts. The French multinational energy company Engie, for example, ceased coal investments among other factors due to its internal carbon price analyses.

2. Carbon pricing practices differ across sectors, with potentially important implications for FDI. Companies at the beginning stages of the value chain – notably in the materials, energy and utilities sectors – have the highest coverage of carbon pricing and tend to use shadow pricing in high-level strategic planning. Countries aiming to attract FDI in these sectors will have to consider this.

The UN Global Compact recently called on companies to implement an internal carbon price of US$100 per ton by 2020 to remain in line with a 1.5-2°C world. As price levels gradually increase and integration in business strategies deepens, carbon pricing may come to affect investment decisions.

### 4.1 Harnessing the Momentum: The Greening of Upstream Financial Markets and Implications for FDI

Market and policy efforts to promote the greening of the financial sector have advanced considerably over the past years. Banks are mainstreaming environmental risk analysis and greening their lending criteria and balance sheets; investors are increasingly incorporating sustainability factors and impacts in their investment decisions; and insurance companies are incorporating ESG risks in underwriting and
investment. Initiatives like the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) now group more than 1,700 signatories representing 50% of global assets under management. As discussed below, therefore, there are ripe opportunities for both MNEs to try to leverage support from increasingly sustainability-sensitized financial service providers, and for investors to try to ensure that the MNEs they invest in adhere to principles of and further drive demand for green finance.

**Figure 2: Upstream financial sector trends towards green finance that affect FDI**

We identify three developments in upstream green finance that are particularly relevant to FDI:

### 4.1.1 Financial Environmental Risk Management

ESG risk management is becoming a more widespread practice in the financial sector. Banks accounting for 70% of project finance in emerging markets have signed up to the Equator Principles. Countries like France, Brazil, Indonesia and Peru have started to incorporate environmental risk management into their banking regulation. And as evidence of the business case for ESG risk management mounts, trends towards more widespread and robust ESG monitoring and reporting are likely to continue (Table 4).
### Table 4: Benefits of ESG Due Diligence and Risk Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Key Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stock Price</td>
<td>• Outperformance in stock price</td>
<td>Companies with strong sustainability dramatically outperformed low sustainability companies in terms of both stock market and accounting measures. For listed companies, outperformance was estimated at 4.8% annually from 1993 to 2010.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Increased shareholder returns</td>
<td>Publicly traded US companies, after adopting shareholder-sponsored ESG proposals, experienced a 1.77% boost in systemic-risk adjusted returns between 1997-2012.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reduced volatility</td>
<td>Stock prices of companies with a reputation for social responsibility did not decline significantly during recessionary period while they declined 2.4% for companies without strong CSR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Improved investor satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Capital</td>
<td>• Better access to financing</td>
<td>Results suggest that superior CSR performance leads to lower capital constraints/better access to financing. 90% of studies on the cost of capital showed that sound sustainability standards lower companies’ cost of capital. Companies with better CSR scores exhibit cheaper equity financing, mainly due to increased transparency and reduced risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lower cost of equity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>• Reduced waste, pollution, and energy leading to cost savings in the form of lower expenditures for raw material, and averted compliance, disposal and liability costs</td>
<td>Proper corporate environmental policies result in better operational performance. In particular, higher corporate environmental ratings, the reduction of pollution levels, and the implementation of waste prevention measures, all have a positive effect on corporate performance. More eco-efficient firms have significantly better operational performance as measured by return on assets. With regard to poor environmental policies, both the release of toxic chemicals and the number of environmental lawsuits have been found to have a significant and negative correlation to performance. Carbon emissions have been found to affect firm value in a significant and negative manner. Hence, evidence related to the ‘E’ dimension shows that a more environmentally friendly corporate policy translates into better operational performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Process and product innovation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Better operational performance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Myriad initiatives have been launched in order to help improve the efficiency of ESG monitoring and evaluation, and thereby improve the ability of banks and investors to more accurately and easily identify those investors to support, or avoid. For example, the Financial Stability Board (FSB)-mandated Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) has published recommendations for forward-looking, scenario-based climate risk analysis and disclosure for financial and non-financial firms. Despite
their voluntary nature, they are expected to develop important influence on market practice over time and raise sensitivity to medium- to long-term ESG risk.\textsuperscript{116} The public sector has also been pushing changes in reporting practices, as governments have increasingly been adopting laws and policies mandating environmental, climate, and other non-financial disclosures.\textsuperscript{117}

Stronger ESG screening of project and core loans and investments, while not automatically redirecting FDI into green growth sectors, will make it more difficult to secure financing for “brown” FDI with significant sustainability risk. Several global banks, including Deutsche Bank, Bank of America, Citigroup and Crédit Agricole are phasing out financing of coal projects.\textsuperscript{118} In turn, ESG risk analysis will free up capital and shift risk premiums in favour of less polluting FDI. Similarly, better documentation of ESG characteristics and effects can make it easier for debt and equity investors to identify opportunities in green FDI firms.

By increasing their awareness of how to identify, manage and progressively reduce ESG risks, firms might be able to expand their access to, and lower the cost of, capital. Initiatives at the home country, host country, and international levels, therefore, appear to have an important role to play in improving firms’ abilities to track and report on their ESG performance.

Heightened attention to ESG risk may not have a positive effect on increasing green FDI, at least in the near term. If, for instance, a country’s environmental and governance standards are weak, positive ESG performance may be more difficult for firms to establish and for investors and lenders to assess; similarly, if data on relevant indicators has not been gathered over a long period of time, firms and their potential financial backers may be unable to identify baselines against which to evaluate required standards of conduct. A sound policy mix, including clear and strong environmental laws and regulations, and a reliable system of monitoring and reporting should, however, help governments, companies, investors, lenders, and other stakeholders overcome these challenges regarding gathering and reporting on ESG data.

4.1.2 Green Lending and Investing

Recognizing the opportunities in green loan origination, banks are also opening preferential green credit lines and adopting targets for green finance, often supported by policy leadership. China’s financial regulators and environmental ministry, for example, have published comprehensive green credit guidelines and a monitoring framework in 2012. In Brazil, a set of voluntary green banking guidelines developed by the national banking association served as the basis for new regulation. The central bank of Bangladesh offers favourable refinancing conditions to banks that lend to green projects.\textsuperscript{119} Finally, some countries have created designated green banks that leverage private investment by offering advantageous financing terms and de-risking of green projects.\textsuperscript{120}

Beyond debt, institutional and impact investors are increasingly looking for equity investment opportunities that produce environmental and social benefits. Indeed, institutional investors have critical potential to help finance sustainable development due to “the size of assets under their management, and because of the long-term liabilities of some investors, which should enable the longer-term investment necessary for sustainable development.”\textsuperscript{121} At the end of 2014, roughly US$80 trillion in institutional investor assets was “held by ‘primary’ institutional investors, such as pension funds, insurance companies, and sovereign wealth funds (SWFs), with long-duration liabilities.”\textsuperscript{122} But rather than contributing “patient capital” in the types of infrastructure assets that are key to sustainable development, these investors primarily held more liquid and volatile portfolio investments.\textsuperscript{123} “For instance, direct investment in infrastructure globally represents less than 3 per cent of pension fund
assets, with even lower allocations to infrastructure in developing countries and low-carbon infrastructure.”

Over recent years, pension funds and other institutional investors have been shifting more of their investment holdings to less liquid investments, but have done so through hedge funds and private equity investors – intermediaries whose interests and incentives may not be in line with public goals or “conducive to long-term sustainable investment.”

A different shift in investment decisions by institutional investors – one that reflects a long-term commitment to hold illiquid infrastructure assets – can have a major impact on downstream FDI projects, supporting investments in infrastructure over a longer duration and better enabling the projects to weather economic downturns or other difficulties. Government policies can help drive that shift through such measures as taxes or fines that price externalities, and through blending private investment with aid, guarantees, or insurance.

Another source of capital that represents an untapped potential source of finance to support FDI projects is remittances (transfer payments from expatriates to their home countries). In many developing countries, inflows of remittances exceed those of FDI, and in others, the volumes are close. While remittances are often considered to fund consumption as opposed to investment, some research indicates that this assumption does not always hold. In low-income countries in particular, there is evidence that remittances can make an important contribution to financial development, domestic capital formation, and economic growth. Studies have also indicated that remittance-induced growth can cause a rise in FDI inflows.

In an attempt to direct expatriate funds more strategically to domestic development, some governments are seeking to raise funds by using remittances as collateral for loans or securities. Countries such as Ethiopia, Ghana, India, Israel, Lebanon, Nigeria, and Pakistan have also issued diaspora or remittance bonds in order “to secure a stable and cheap source of external finance. Since patriotism is the principal motivation for purchasing diaspora bonds, they are likely to be in demand in fair and foul weather.” Proceeds can be used for a range of purposes, from funding housing and infrastructure development to addressing balance-of-payment problems.

Like assets of institutional investors, diaspora savings and remittances can thus be another source of funding available to directly support green FDI (e.g., through providing financing for FDI in green infrastructure), or to indirectly promote it (e.g., by enabling development of hard and soft infrastructure that can make the host country an attractive destination for green FDI projects). And, as with investments by institutional investors, smart policies, including policies to facilitate and reduce costs of remittances, are needed to help produce these economic outcomes.

Scaled up green investment can open considerable opportunities for low-cost financing of green FDI projects, while impact investment can offer new sources of capital. As MNEs often use a combination of home and host country-based financing to realize FDI projects, developing green banking guidelines, credit lines and investment funds in home or host countries can have a direct positive influence on promoting green FDI. Additionally, the availability of finance in the host country specifically can be important for both attracting FDI and ensuring that domestic firms are able to develop productive linkages with foreign MNEs, facilitating spillovers and technology transfer into the local economy. Involving FDI practitioners and investment policymakers in the shaping of green finance roadmaps at
home and abroad would help aligning green financial market reform with inward and outward FDI policies.

To help ensure that FDI can access necessary green finance from home or host countries, and that such green finance advances sustainable development, requires important shifts. One is that the trend of commercial lending to developing countries – which has been declining – will need to reverse, and the spread of FDI will need to diversify. A second shift is that companies will need to be able to more accurately assess and report on their impacts (making it easier for green debt and equity to support relevant projects), and to ensure those projects meet green criteria. Consequently, it is important for policies to drive improvement in environmental and social performance, and documentation of that performance. A third, related shift is that lenders and investors will need to assess their policies so as to ensure that their concerns regarding returns on their investment in “green” projects do not undermine other norms such as protecting human rights.

4.1.3 Green Bond Markets

Beyond its direct impacts on lending practice, the momentum in green finance has created new markets that can be used by issuers and investors, including institutional investors, to support green FDI. Green bonds are particularly promising. They represent one of the fastest growing fixed-income market segments, with issuance having skyrocketed from US$2 billion in 2012 to over US$81 billion in 2016 and still being significantly oversubscribed. While developed and large emerging market countries have taken the lead, there are first signs that developing countries are catching up, with Nigeria, Kenya and Bangladesh issuing or announcing plans to issue sovereign green bonds.

Green bond markets can be used strategically to shape attractive investment environments and opportunities for green FDI. Green bond proceeds can be used to build green and climate-resilient infrastructure and buildings, increase renewable energy supply, improve energy efficiency, provide low-cost capital for green projects and support the build-up of strategic green growth industries. They allow issuers and project developers to tap into the asset pools of institutional investors like pension and insurance funds that are traditionally little involved in direct investments in developing countries but looking for long-term sustainable opportunities. Efforts to promote and ensure the “green” integrity of green bonds, increase securitization of green bonds, expand the range of issuers, and increase the use of project bonds are all developments that can help expand the market, provide additional investment opportunities, and facilitate financing for green FDI projects.

Trends in upstream financial markets can influence the quantity, quality, direction and sectoral distribution of FDI, be it through shifting risk perceptions that affect bank loans and insurance terms or through direct investor engagement with MNEs. International regulations – such as the Basel standards on risk-weighted capital adequacy that make long-term investment in low-rated developing countries costlier – may also play a role. Yet, the two policy areas of green finance and foreign investment promotion have so far had surprisingly little coordination, and no systematic analyses of the potential linkages, spillovers and co-benefits have been undertaken. Our preliminary analysis reveals several options for developing countries to explore synergies, prevent adverse impacts, and promote policy alignment.

- **Market opportunities for green FDI and help firms connect with relevant financers:** Host countries can play a role in helping identify and develop bankable green FDI projects that are attractive to investors paying heightened attention to ESG criteria.
• **Leverage green bond markets to improve the business environment for green FDI:** Green bonds are in high demand by institutional and other investors, and could become a key instrument for governments and corporations in developing countries to tap international capital markets for sustainable development. As part of a broader green bonds strategy, developing countries could issue sovereign green bonds the proceeds of which go into creating an attractive environment for green FDI, including by supporting low-carbon infrastructure, energy supply and the creation of strategic green growth industry clusters. Additionally, they could support generation of the technical skills necessary for identifying and certifying projects eligible for support by bond proceeds.

• **Integrate FDI strategies into green finance roadmaps:** Host country financial markets can play an important role in attracting FDI, both directly through loan provision to foreign direct investors and indirectly by shaping the domestic industrial environment. Green finance roadmaps should include specific strategies and provisions for FDI.

• **Critically reassess investment incentives:** Countries that currently focus on attracting FDI into sectors that are under growing investor scrutiny for ESG risks should carefully analyse the viability of their investment policies. Drawing inspiration from the TCFD recommendations, they could use scenario analysis to assess the likely longer-term contribution such investments will make to their economies and societies under different low-carbon transition pathways.

• **Foster dialogue between green finance and FDI communities and harmonize policies:** In many countries, financial and investment policymaking are institutionally separate, resulting in limited interaction and policy coherence between the two areas. A structured multi-stakeholder dialogue could help identifying opportunities and challenges arising from market and policy developments in both fields and inspire early action.

### 4.2 Fintech and FDI: New Opportunities, New Challenges

Innovations in financial technology (fintech) present new opportunities (and challenges) for green FDI. Fintech has been described by the FSB as “technologically-enabled financial innovation that could result in new business models, applications, processes or products with an associated material effect on financial markets and institutions and the provision of financial services.”

While understanding of the uses and implications of fintech, including, in particular, its implications for green growth, is still in its early stages, one of fintech’s potential effects is that it can help accelerate green FDI and its associated benefits.

Fintech’s potential role in accelerating green FDI stems from, among other things, its ability to facilitate access to investment capital, credit, and insurance. This should make it easier for firms (particularly those traditionally unable to secure access to capital, such as SMEs and firms with new, unproven technology) to invest abroad. While those benefits may flow to both green and non-green FDI, performance-based preferences and screens can potentially be enlisted to channel financing toward green projects.

Expanded access to financial services can also potentially enable host country firms to increase their competitiveness and ability to build linkages and capture spillovers from MNEs. Particularly in our knowledge-driven economy, it is crucial for technology, skills, and know-how to transfer across borders. One way for this transfer to happen is for domestic firms to interact with MNEs as the MNEs’ suppliers, customers, and competitors. Challenges accessing financing, however, too often constrain the ability of
domestic firms to play these roles. With fintech and the improved access to financial services it can bring, domestic firms may be better able to establish commercial ties with foreign-owned companies.

Another link with green FDI is that fintech opens up opportunities for new business models and value chains aimed at providing environmental goods or services (e.g., generating, buying and selling renewable energy within communities, and providing micro-insurance and credit to smallholder farmers). It can enable MNEs to overcome barriers otherwise stymying FDI in countries or communities underserved by financial services. Coupled with powerful data analytics, fintech innovations further offer vast possibilities for reducing transaction costs and overcoming information asymmetries associated with measuring and reporting firm performance on ESG risk factors.

Yet expanding fintech itself is not without environmental costs. The energy used to power these innovations and their applications, and the production and disposal of hardware necessary to use new fintech products and services, create challenges that will need to be managed. But more fundamentally, while opening up new frontiers in financial services presents promise, it also raises and will likely long continue to generate unprecedented and complex challenges for governance. Fintech can indeed revolutionize private and commercial activity, but there are no guarantees yet that the changes introduced will produce green, equitable or just outcomes. Thus, as with other financial services, all relevant stakeholders will need to be involved in ensuring fintech (including FDI in fintech) aligns with, and does not undermine, broader social, environmental, and economic objectives.

For government policymakers considering the role fintech could play in advancing sustainable development, a threshold issue will relate to whether and on what terms to open the host country’s economy to FDI in fintech, and how to address the unique and wide-ranging issues that foreign ownership of financial services firms can potentially raise. Free trade agreements and international investment treaties are increasingly providing for liberalization of these services, meaning that this issue is or should already be on stakeholders’ agendas.

A forthcoming GreenInvest paper focused on digital finance and sustainable development will shed more light on these topics.
5 Conclusion

In order to achieve the SDGs, FDI, which can be envisioned as representing the financial flows of the world’s MNEs, will need to be active, and actively managed. Policymakers have an essential role to play in encouraging firms to unlock capital, and invest in underserved locations and activities. Moreover, in addition to ensuring that firms comply with mandatory laws and regulations, policymakers face the task of driving MNEs’ improvement on environmental and other issues.

Existing frameworks provide a helpful base: governments are active in trying to promote FDI flows; and various policy initiatives at the home, host, and intergovernmental levels try to ensure that FDI does not do harm and, instead, generates benefits, at home and abroad. But more needs to be done to expand and improve those policy signals, while also enlisting upstream financers and downstream consumers in the effort.

This paper highlights some additional steps that can be taken for FDI to advance the green economy in particular. These include:

- developing a pragmatic framework concept of “green FDI” that can be adapted for different sectors, activities, and locations. It will help MNEs, lenders, investors, and governments more readily, efficiently, and effectively identify what does, and does not, merit that label.
- ensuring that inward and outward investment promotion and facilitation initiatives consider spurring green FDI to be their mission, rather than merely a potential positive side effect.
- Identifying how international investment treaties, economic instruments designed to increase cross-border capital flows, and which presently provide benefits to all investment irrespective of its impacts, could be retooled as strategic instruments for advancing green FDI, limiting competitions for capital that disadvantage low-income countries, disciplining fossil fuel subsidies, and discouraging adherence to unsustainable business-as-usual practices.

In considering how to catalyse green FDI, initiatives should also seek to leverage emerging developments in technology, financial markets, and society. Illustrative examples highlighted in this paper include the opportunities presented by fintech; trends in issuance of green bonds and financial sector attitudes towards ESG assessment, management and disclosure; and the role of migration and remittances in indirectly and directly supporting FDI.

Each of these issue areas – outward/inward FDI promotion policies, redesign of investment treaties, opportunities and challenges of fintech and green bonds for sustainable development, ESG and responsible business conduct of MNEs, and the contributions of remittances – are at the forefront of research initiatives and policy dialogues taking place within the G20, the World Bank, the UN, and other intergovernmental fora. In order to catalyse green FDI (and restrict FDI that undermines sustainable development objectives) it is essential that work related to these issue areas be more closely and regularly connected. For example, discussions on green finance could be brought together with discussions on the environmental impacts of MNEs that are dependent on external capital; and those on government FDI attraction and retention policies with those on investment for sustainable development. Thus, and consistent with the call for policy coherence reflected in SDG 17, it is important to ensure inputs to and outputs from these processes address the challenge of how to ensure FDI advances a new, green economy.
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